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Module 14    Keeping in touch

1 Match the names on the left with the events/facts on the right.
a The Rolling Stones enter politics
b Bill Gates win an Oscar
c Kobe Bryant play for Manchester United and Real Madrid
d Claudia Schiffer give a lot of money to charity
e Julia Roberts make 25 studio albums
f Brazil work for Unicef
g David Beckham score 81 points in one basketball game
h Arnold Schwarzenegger win the world cup five times.

2 Write sentences about these events. Use the Present Perfect Simple in your answers.

a The Rolling Stones have made 25 studio albums.

b _________________________________________________

c _________________________________________________

d _________________________________________________

e _________________________________________________

f _________________________________________________

g _________________________________________________

h _________________________________________________

3 Put the words into the correct order to make sentences:

� good TKO Travel, morning.
_________________________________________________
� Thompson that Julia hello, is?

_________________________________________________
� for yet? are they Copenhagen? ready

     _________________________________________________
� unfortunately there’s yes, well a bit a problem... of

     _________________________________________________
� yes oh, right.

     _________________________________________________
� Speaking

     _________________________________________________
� Hancock is this Jane, hello, I’m the flight calling about tickets.

 _________________________________________________

4 Now put the sentences into the correct order to make a telephone conversation. Check
your answer with the tapescript on page 175 of your Students’ Book.
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TEACHER’S NOTES:

Module 14    Keeping in touch

This worksheet is designed to be used once students have completed pages 120–125.

1 Get students to match the names with the events using their general knowledge and to
check their answers in pairs.
a Arnold Schwarzenegger enter politics.
b Julia Roberts win an Oscar.
c David Beckham play for Manchester United and Real Madrid.
d Bill Gates give a lot of money to charity.
e The Rolling Stones make 25 studio albums.
f Claudia Schiffer work for UNICEF.
g Kobe Bryant score 81 points in one basketball game.
h Brazil win the World Cup five times.

2 Ask students to form sentences in the Present Perfect Simple.  Get class feedback.
a Arnold Schwarzenegger has entered politics.
b Julia Roberts has won an Oscar.
c David Beckham has played for Manchester United and Real Madrid.
d Bill Gates has given a lot of money to charity.
e The Rolling Stones have made 25 studio albums.
f Claudia Schiffer has worked for UNICEF.
g Kobe Bryant has scored 81 points in one basketball game.
h Brazil has won the World Cup five times.

3 Explain that the sentences make up a telephone conversation they heard in module 14.
Ask students to put the words in the correct order to make the sentences.
- TKO Travel, good morning. / Good morning, TKO Travel.
- Hello, is that Julia Thompson?
- For Copenhagen? Are they ready yet?
- Yes, well unfortunately there’s a bit of a problem...
- Oh, right yes.
- Speaking
- Hello, this is Jane Hancock, I’m calling about the flight tickets.

4 Students put the conversation into the correct order. They can check with the
tapescript on page 175 if necessary.
- TKO Travel, good morning.
- Hello, is that Julia Thompson?
- Speaking
- Hello, this is Jane Hancock, I’m calling about the flight tickets.
- Oh, right yes.
- For Copenhagen? Are they ready yet?
- Yes, well unfortunately there’s a bit of a problem...
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